--I n the frumework of NDE'NDT, fhispuperpresenls a new microwove diugnosfic fool. The approach, developed in the sputiul domain, is based on the numericul compufufion of lhe inhomogeneous,Green's function in order lo fully exploit all the available u-priori information of fhe domain under test The heavy reducfion of the compufafionul complexify of lhe proposed procedure (with respecf to sfundurd free-spnce Green's fundion based procedures) is also uchieved by meuns of a cusfomized hybrid-coded genetic ulgorifhm. In order Io ussess fhe eJjkfiveness of fhe mefhod, fhe resulfs of several realistic simulufions arepresenied und deeply discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION "
In many tomographic approaches, in which electromagnetic waves are used to' inspect dielectrics, the inversion procedure is developed in the spatial domain, (as opposed to spectral domain). In practical applications, the main interest is usually 'represented, by the inspection of inhomogeneous scatterers of arbitrary (hounded) cross sections (e.g., in microwave nondestructive testing and evaluation (NDT/NDE) [1]- [7] .) In very few cases, the objects under test are weak enough to allow the practical use of simplified or closed-form solutions.
Recently, the development of reconstruction procedures for microwave tomography has been addressed by resorting to the numerical discretization of the integral equations of the inverse scattering problem. The Fredholm equation of the first kind (i. e., the data equation governing the relation among the scattering potential, the total electric field inside the body, and the scattered electric field at the receivers) results, as it is well known, in a highly nonlinear and ill-posed inverse problem. The discretized version of this equation is affected by a severe ill-conditioning. The problem solution is generally addressed by associating to the data equation the so-called state equation, i.e. the equation relating the incident and total fields inside the scatterer. A suitable functional is constructed (often arbitrarily), whose minimization correspond to the attempt of fulfilling as much as possible the state and data equations.
The present authors proposed in [SI- [ IO] the application of global optimization approaches, and, in particular, the use of a hybrid-coded genetic algorithm (GA) [SI. As it well known, the main drawback of such very appealing methods (they are simple to he implemented, robust, insensitive to details of the cost function, etc.) is the high computational load. Although the continuous increasing in the computational power of new computers tends to alleviate this problem, a pixel representation of the cross section of an unknown complex object is still a difficult task.
However, the GA presents other advantages over several deterministic techniques. It allows the simple and straightforward insertion of a priori information into the model. The exploitation of a priori information is very important in practical applications.
An example is represented by the NDTINDE problem considered in the present paper. The object to be detected is only a defect in an otherwise known object. Consequently, the inverse scattering problem is notably simplified. The use of the GA allows the search for some characteristic parameters of the defect (position, dimensions, orientation, etc.). The main novelty of the paper is the use of the Green's function for the unperturbed geometry, which can be numerically computed off-line and once for all. As a result, the only space region occupied by the defect is the "investigation area" considered during the minimization process. The chromosomes of the GA result greatly shortened and the computational time is strongly reduced.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 11, the mathematical formulation of the proposed approach is 0-7803-7705-2/03/$17.00 02003 IEEE presented. In Section 111 a description of the optimization procedure based on a genetic algorithm is given by pointing out the key-points of its application to the NDFJNDT framework. Finally, in section IV, some numerical results, concerning both noiseless and noisy environments as well as lossy and lossless investigation domains, are reported in order to show the capabilities and current limitations of the method in providing accurate defect localizations and reconstructions.
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
Let us consider an investigation area S modeled by a 111.
GA-BASED PROCEDURE
Thanks to the numerical howledge of the Green's function for the unperturbed scenario, let us model the defect by means of a differential scattering potential, 7 , defined as y(r) = y(r) -yywe,,urba (r) , which completely describes the dielectric profile of the investigation domain and whose support is limited to the crack area (on the contrary, in [SI the whole dielectric configuration of the investigation domain is an unknown). Then, by defining a suitable parameterization of the defect shape, the set of unknown crack parameters can be suitably represented by means of a small subset of discrete variables y(r)s ( P ., j = I ._.., J) , being e the j-th defect discrete descriptor. Consequently, the arising unknown array results in a variable-length hybrid-encoded "individual" obtained by concatenating the code of discrete and real- 
., J;Ept(r)} (4)
In order to obey the mathematical properties of the array unknown representation (relation (4) I r(x.yix'=o.y'=o). rw; I / 2o.00. For completeness, in order to give an idea of the time saving allowed by the IGA method, Table I gives the statistics of the time required for each iteration of the optimization procedure. For comparison purposes, also the values for the FGA approach are reported, too. As can be observed, it 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
An innovative approach for the crack detection in known host medium has been presented. In order to fully exploit the knowledge of the scenario under test, a new fOrmUlatiOII based on the numerical computation of the Green's function of the unperturbed configuration has been proposed.
Moreover, the new formulation requires the definition of a customized minimization procedure based on a genetic algorithm which results in an heavy computational saving. This fact, confirmed by several numerical simulations, clearly indicates a possibility for the quasi real-time implementation of the proposed technique in real-word monitoring of industrial processes. To this end, further improvements and generalizations are mandatory. Let us consider the extension to more general crack shapes (and consequently the need for more complete and complicated crack parameterizations), or the possibility of dealing with multiple defects in the same host medium, or (in some specific industrial applications) the increase of the resolution capabilities. In this framework, the authors are currently involved in developing different software tools and experimental apparatus.
k = lO(FGA)
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